
 
You may know different kind of harmful substance-related addictions like, tobacco, alcohol, street drugs, and 

prescription drugs etc., behavioral or process addictions like greed, lying, power, fame, gambling, sex, porn etc… 

are how harms to our life, society and mankind!!! 

Like this the addiction of God beliefs also one kind of habitual behavioral addiction that harms to our human 

race in the name of spirituality, devotion, meditation, peace and character development when its motive is evil. 

The addiction of god loving is known as Theophilia and it’s harmful to our human race like other harmful 

addictions. 

How? 

More than 70% of human race believe in different kind of God/Goddess/Super identities/Super powers/ 

Supernatural power etc. according to understanding of their religious faiths. 

The World Factbook gives the population as 7,095,217,980 (July 2013 est.) and the distribution of religions as 

Christian 33.39% (of which Roman Catholic 16.85%, Protestant 6.15%, Orthodox 3.96%, Anglican 1.26%), Muslim 

22.74%, Hindu 13.8%, Buddhist 6.77%, Sikh 0.35%, Jewish 0.22%, Baha'i 0.11%, other religions 10.95%, non-

religious 9.66%, atheists 2.01% (2010 est.). 

According to Pew Research Center, Size of major religious groups in 2012 was: Christianity 31.5%, Islam 23.2%, 

Unaffiliated 16.3%, Hinduism 15.0%, Buddhism 7.1%, Folk religions 5.9%, other 0.8%, and Judaism 0.2% of our 

total human race population. 

Whatever their ratios, but we have to admit that the human populations in our human race divided with their 

religious faiths that creates discriminations and social evils due to their belief of God. 

What is God? 

God is the supreme being/superhuman/a deity/an image of a god or an idol/spirit worshipped as having power 

over nature or human fortunes/ being who is a creator and ruler of the universe who is even responsible of 

maintenance and destruction of all the existence whatever we see or can’t see.  

God word is also used for psychological representation of some emotions as exclamation that is used for 

emphasis or to express surprise, anger, distress, etc.  

 



 

Is it really the perfect definition? 

No, it’s not; it’s a psychological composite emotion projecting to an identity created itself by human’s mind with 

its specific imaginative dimensions. God believed to be real but exists only in the imagination. All religions are 

based on the super identity/identities/powers. It’s only the reason why we found different kind of Gods or 

supreme identities and their definitions in our human race as per their understandings of God. 

Theophilia 

Loving to an assumed or imaginative or prefixed imaginative or existing or non-existing super identity or 

identities that is not having any real relation to our realistic world without the imagination and even does not 

fits with the definitions they believe in is one kind of cheating to our belief system so it’s one kind of deviation. 

It’s called Theophilia (Theo=God or relating to God, Philia=unconditional love). Love addiction to god or to 

specific identity or identities, believed to be that has super natural powers with or without any reasons blindly 

with their own kind of definitions is known as Theophilia or Godphilia or Powerphilia. It’s really harmful 

comparing to its benefits. We give blind and irrational message to our descendants and making them 

psychological disordered to some extent which will be more harmful with the time extension. Psychological 

problems due to depression or other psychological problems which cures by counseling of a 

psychiatrist/priest/cleric/black magician or people like this kind of profession only able to cure these 

psychological diseases due to the depth of their faith on a power that has been motivated by someone or self-

motivated with a blind belief, which helps some extent to some humans immune system to resist or cure the 

diseases to some extent, but non-counseling diseases like cancer, aids, snake bites, tuberculosis, leprosy or 

many physical/physiological & neurological disorders and deformities etc. can’t be cure by only the faith of the 

God; and most of the time believers die for their ignorance and foolishness. 

Theophilia is a Psychological disease and its spread through the promoters of that religions. Commonly Clerics 

of all religions act as the Theophilia virus infecting bodies to infect majorly innocents, psychological depressed, 

ignorant, poor, illiterates or socioeconomically backward as their target in the human race to accomplish their  

hidden self-benefits.  Mostly they live as predators of spirituality or as parasites practically. Any kind of 

knowledge can be manipulated without any Brandism or without any specific class representation. Both the 

followers and so called intellectual or scholar promoters of a religious belief are suffering from different kind of 

psychotic diseases. Extremists/Fundamentalists/Orthodox religious believers are suffering from not only 

Theophilia but also suffering from ASPD (Anti-social personality Disorders) those promote violence in the name 

of God to establish their justice to the commune or mankind. Antisocial political leaders always use religion as 

their instrument to unify a commune for their selfish benefits. They even use power and wile to make a 

commune big to control their mind and life and make handsome wealth. 

More than 80% of our human race suffering from this psycho disease Theophilia even some Psychologist say it 

as a mass hysteria. 

How Theophilia Spreads? 

Theophilia spreads through their preachers like religious leaders or priests or fundies or clerics or propagators 

or scholars or orators of that religion or simply we can say by their representatives etc... through recitation, 

motivation, temples/shrines or religious places, literature/scripture/moral stories and songs, media, devotional 

stories and songs, festivals, celebrations etc. in worse case fooling, cheating and with life threat etc... to make 

a commune of same belief. Maximum stories are based on false/fake facts with sweet lies/fictions with moral 



values embedded in it. The truth and lies are mixed in different ratios to confuse the followers to make them 

realize that the facts are undeniable truth. Major Religions like Christianity, Islam and Hinduism 

(Vedism/Sanatan Dharma) even had implemented by shine of sword by some emperors for their selfish desires 

or benefits. All Major three religions of the world had forcefully implemented by the life threats and less by 

Motivation or peaceful ways and self-acceptance, though Buddhism and some of other famous religion has no 

record of forceful implementation but brand creates discriminations in the human race.  

Demerits of Theophilia 

It prevents Theophiliacs patient thinking logically about their belief in God or super identities they believe in. 

Prevents them questioning about their God beliefs due to phobia that God will harm them; thinking God acts as 

super villain if not respected. Their sentiments change drastically to abusive and angriness when they 

encountered by the demerits of their faiths. It prevents making sense in a debate with a logical person and 

develop boycott situation with embarrassment, anger and abusive. Theophiliacs admit everything whatever said 

in the name of God blindly that is said by their religious authorities without any interpretations or any kind of 

verifications. Theophilia make them slow or lazy logical or less rational or great irrational thinkers which ends 

with blind beliefs and violence in extreme. Theophiliacs most of the time seeks easy and miraculous solution for 

their problems due to abnormal or lazy thinking it’s because Theophilia make once mind lazy and to some extent 

partial abnormal. Theophilia promotes innocent followers believing anything. Theophilia is also a mental blocker 

for anti-thinkers. Theophilia promote discriminations in human race. Theophilia in normal case act as mental 

deviation, in moderate case develops anger and in acute case develops violence. Theophiliacs praise to their 

God or Super Identity in success of their desires and blame when they got discusses in their desires or self-satisfy 

with a thought that it was god’s wish. When Theophiliacs are get helped by science and technologies they thanks 

to God not to those humans those are responsible for those science. Theophiliacs patients are most of the time 

victimized by their cleric/priest class of their religion. Theophiliacs patients helps, developing different kind of 

social evils in the society and most of the times themselves are only the prime victims. Theophilia is only the 

major reason that make a follower to an orthodox, extremist and in last a religious criminal i.e. terrorist. 

Theophilia helps cunning/knave/cheater/dishonest Guru/Master/Scholar/priest/clerics/politicians/executive or 

representative of a religion to victimize their Theophiliacs infected followers to make a unity for their own 

spiritual kingdom or commune or spiritual corporate Industry that they drive their own ways as they like. They 

creates funds in many ways like from donation, counseling business, medication and meditation, yoga, business 

of other devotional articles and activities etc. and in worst case through smuggling, prostitution, robbery, drugs 

etc. It has been seen also Theophilia makes a disciple or a follower or a devotee in to the path of criminal 

activities like dishonesty, aggression or violence, perversion, rape, murder, cheating, bribery, robbery, illegal 

trafficking etc. and it’s all done with a mask of noble image in the society through deceptions. Theophilia stops 

the human mind to explore beyond the God. God lovers or Theophiliacs patients are also having a phobia of 

God that controls their mind virtually. Theophilia interrupts human’s progressive innovative factual belief 

system or belief system based on reality, logic or reasoning or truth. Creators of theology imagine irrational and 

propagate their philosophy without its verifications for their personal benefits where scientist propagate those 

that can be verified and challenged for its authentication without any boycotts and always have a dimension of 

amendments with the new findings.  

Religion and Theophilia 

Theophilia is like an intoxication or like a virus that sick a person easily those are blank or innocent minded 

through addictions. Theophilia is a root element of Religion. Religion can be also compared as colorful glass, 

once you wear it the whole world will look like that color and Theophilia make it as a habit to their life or force 



their mind to use that glass. Theophiliacs even get successes some of their desires due to only concentration to 

the subjects through the depth of the belief they believe in. Theophiliacs commune sometimes also socially help 

themselves for their fulfillment of desires to establish the glamor of the faith they believe in. 

Religion is destructive and discriminative which also promotes ignorance, blind beliefs & disharmony in the 

name of moral education. If we had one religion then there was no problem in our human race but humans 

created many religions according to their understanding of life and God beliefs that is why their Philosophy and 

Laws contradict to each other in many forms. We are having many religions it’s because no religion is perfect. 

It also forces some followers to choose a better religion that doesn’t suits for them, which even promote 

conversion, reconversion and apostasy. Religion has also supported at times such practices as aggressiveness, 

war, cannibalism, suicide, incest, homosexuality, murder, slavery etc. and is responsible for many aberrations 

in social behavior. Some religions forces their followers not to change their religion by death punishment or 

with other cruelties. Religions separates or divides the human race. Even in a democratic country with diversities 

of religions gives an unstable government due to political influence over the religion and vice versa. Some 

religion teaches blind beliefs and irrationality and violence to run their commune. Major religions created hatred 

and war between people belonging to different religions. Religions created a special class of human beings 

(spiritual leaders/priest/propagators or any kind of religion representatives) as sociopaths whose only aim in 

life is to preach religion. They live like parasites in the society with lot of power and esteem and most of the 

times reasons for corruptions and dishonesty. These people sells their concept of God in the name of morals, 

divinity and peace etc. and runs the God industry. People and animals brutally sacrificed as an offering to gods 

in some religion only for the accomplishment of their desires. Women treated like second class citizens, or even 

slaves, based on religious teachings. Millions of humans and animals are tortured and killed for different kind of 

blind beliefs. Religion even creates another class of people those are named as extremist or even sometimes 

called as religious terrorist group those fights in the name of God and Religion to achieve their motives. Major 

religions suppress the logical/rational and critical thought. In the name of holy wars followers of different faiths 

or even the same faith killing to each other in the name of their (benevolent, loving and merciful) gods. Billions 

spent to build, maintain, and staff houses of worship i.e. for the God Industry to collect huge amount of wealth 

from their followers. It’s even opposes to scientific progress on religious grounds. Religion promotes a race of 

sociopaths or con artists and business of dishonesty or cheating as priest group. Now even many so called 

religious scholars make spiritual slaves in different ways with their con art of spiritual speeches by victimizing 

their followers. We can say major spiritual leaders/priest/propagators or any kind of religion representatives 

from any religion are the masters of fools or ignorant or mentally deviated and innocents not the intelligent or 

rational people. Religion discriminate/separate the human-race and psychologically develops hates in them to 

those are not belongs to their commune. It develops and promotes a spiritual pride with religious criminalism 

and even revenge cycles to conflictive religions. 

Some Symptoms of Theophilia 

1. They are mostly God or super identity believers. Mostly they thinks God or super identities are the 

controllers of all the things those they come across i.e. they think God or super identities are only 

creates, maintains and destroys the all creations we come across and even those that we don’t know. 

They strongly deny the reason and creation behind the God existence. They love to listening moral and 

miracles motivating words that shape their belief system.  

2. They easily believe whatever commanded in the name of their God by their spiritual 

executives/propagators/scholars or any person those represents as communicators of God or reliable 

favorer of God. They follow religious scriptures commands in their life as a routine life of guide blindly 

as undeniable truth. 



3. Strongly believe in faith of God and thinks religion is only the identity where they streams from, without 

it they feel baseless or have no strong social identity. They often thinks religion as security guard for 

them where commune will stand with them when there will be any religious communal problem in their 

society. 

4. They thinks, true faith can be achieved through the proper concentration and only in feelings.  

5. Believes in magical remedies and easy solution through praying God. 

6. Most of the spiritual leaders and their followers are the logic and science haters.  They hates science 

and logic it’s because they found it is a tool of knowledge that exposes truth behind any facts. They 

think spirituality is beyond the science and beyond human’s understandings. 

7. Get unstable, intolerant, irritative, abusive, angry and violent in extreme case when encountered by the 

demerits of their faith system. Spiritual leaders, propagators or executives often use knaving and 

boycotting when they don’t have any proper answer for their irrational logic. They like crime to establish 

their stands when there is no way for suitable accomplishments. 

8. Propagate the religious believe and create commune of helping environment for their same believes. 

9. Take deep interest in their religious scripture with a belief that it’s only the extreme-supreme. 

10. Give a preference to super identity rather than practical help available to them. Even prefer helping 

hands from same believers rather than modern science helping available to them. Sometimes they take 

advantage of the modern science and thanks to their believed God. 

11. Orthodox followers spend time on their spiritual exploration and routine commands explained in their 

scriptures. They love to use the dress, facial, body language and behavioral code of their religion. They 

don’t verify the scriptures and blindly believe on them thinking it’s from ancient or forefather’s 

knowledge and believed to be strongly undeniable true. 

12. They like to harm anything if it’s written or commanded by their scriptures in the name of God. 

13. They think all the good things only streams from God so following the religious scriptures of their own 

will make them good and every good things can be achieved by the following their holy scriptures. 

14. They are blind believers of clerics of their religion. Some Theophiliacs give different kind of offers to 

their beloved God to accomplish their desires. Theophiliacs in acute case offers animal and human 

sacrifice for the accomplishment of their desires.   

15. They always use all the super praising words to promote their faith system and scriptures without its 

verifications, which develops a super ego paranoia in their behavior.  

___ 

Suggestion: It’s very hard to leave any addiction that becomes a habit, religion is a habit that has been practiced 

hereditary. Try to admit, religion as a relic not as present faith system of human race. All holly scriptures from 

different religions can be taken as books like other subjects like literature, Physics, Chemistry or Math etc. as 

Books of theology or myth without any special importance. Denial of religion and God belief will be good for our 

well cultured human race but good and non-contradictory knowledge from theology scriptures can be followed 

for the guidance of spiritual life those like to follow spirituality without any representation of religion stream. 

Religion should be a private matter not a public matter. There should not be any special importance from any 

kind of governance in the human race to promote the theology in any kind and they must try to demolish the 

blind faith systems as soon as possible to making human race a place of safe place for living. 

 

*** 

 


